


• 500 gr of white flour
• 15 gr of yeast
• 70 gr of sugar 
• 80 gr of whole milk
• 180 gr of whole eggs (about

3.5 eggs)
• 180 gr of softened butter
• 15 gr of honey
• 7.5 gr of Marsala
• 8 gr of salt
• one egg yolk
• a few tablespoon of whole

milk for brushing the exernal

part of the brioche 

INGREDIENTS 
It is better to prepareThe dough
for brioche  with the help of a 
planetary with the tool hook, 
however, you can also proceed
using your hands. Put in the 
planetary
the sifted flour, yeast fragmented
and sugar. Start the planetary to 
minimum and add all the milk
speed



Add eggs, little by little
(bringing the planetary
medium speed), so that
they are absorbed by the 
flour and continue to work 
until the dough will be 
smooth, compact and 
homogeneous. 
At this point add the soft 
butter, little by little,
so that it is absorbed
from mixing, until
exhaustion of the 
ingredient



● Now you can put the dough
in thefridge for one hour. 
Then cut little parts of dough
and roll them on the table to 
make little balls. Place them
on a baking sheet and put 
smaller balls on them
pressing with the 
thumb.Cover the cakes and 
let them to leaven for about 2 
hours( they must 
double.Paint the surface with 
some yolk mixed with 
milk.Cook in the oven of 200 
grades for about 15 
minutes.Let the brioche into
the oven till a complete 
cooking . 



●Lemon Granita …..

The best  Granita  is served in Sicilian pubs, but if
you live far form Sicily and you want to prepare it
at home it’s not difficult but you have to use the 
right ingredients.

It’s not easy to do the real Sicilian Granita but you
can obtain a fresh and thirst quenching dessert, 
ideal for hot summer evenings!



●Ingredients
● One litre of natural water 

● 250ml of lemon juice

● 250gr of sugar 



● You can use some other
tastes:  strawberries, 
almonds,melon or coffee 
with cream.

● Obviously Granita is
better if you taste it with 
a «Sicilian Brioche» 


